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Roundabouts Outlawed; Will City Learn?
Measure U Wins in Landslide;
Rumors Hint City May Ask
Judge to Strike Down New Law

complaints from Cotati citizens and businesspeople about the city’s plan to choke Old Redwood Highway down to one lane each way
with two roundabouts in the middle jamming
up traffic for the rest of our lives. But you
Story and opinion by Greg Karraker
know that already. You probably also know
(Cotati, CA) For more than a year, in stand- how easy it was for volunteer signatureing room only public meetings at City Hall,
gatherers to get citizens to state they don’t
the Cotati Design Review Committee, Planwant traffic roundabouts, not now, not ever.
ning Commission, and City Council heard
And you also know that Cotati’s Measure U,

banning roundabouts, passed by 57.6% to
42.4 %. In all, 1,494 voters made it clear that
they wanted no part of the city’s plan to impose single-lane roundabouts on you.

City Manager Plots Her Next Move
According to a credible anonymous source,
city officials are already looking for ways to
“get around” Measure U. According to The
Community Voice newspaper, City Manager

City Plan Causes
Oliver’s Market to Kill
$18 Million Development

Barich Helps Measure
U Win; Media Hit Piece
Hurts His Campaign
for Council Seat

St ory and opinion by Greg Karrak er

Story and opinion by Greg Karraker

(Cotati CA) In a series of recent announcements, the City of Cotati and the Community
Voice newspaper announced the happy news
that Oliver’s Market renewed the lease on its
East Cotati Avenue store for ten years, with
two five-year options to renew. Oliver’s is
one of my favorite businesses in Cotati, but
there’s a dark side to this story.
Because in 2014, Oliver’s could have been
an even larger part of Cotati, with a 39,000
square-foot market, plus apartments, retail
stores, offices, and more. All these improvements would have been built near the corner
of 116 and Old Redwood Highway, which
has been a scruffy patch of weeds for as long
as anyone can remember. All these improvements would have been built on the 7800
block of Old Redwood Highway, which has
been a scruffy patch of weeds for as long as
anyone can remember. - More on Page 4

Dell’Osso Violates
City Pledge to Play Fair
Story and opinion by George Barich

(Cotati, CA) The City of Cotati offers
every candidate running for city council the
option of pledging to run a fair and honest
campaign. Appointed city councilman John
Dell’Osso signed it as part of his campaign
to be elected in 2012. The problem is the
pledge spells out that candidates will not
engage in whisper campaigns of any kind
against opponents. It says,
•
“I will conduct my campaign honestly,
openly and fairly. I will discuss the issues and
participate in fair public debate with respect to
my views and qualifications.
• I will not engage in, permit or condone
defamatory attacks upon the character of my
opponent(s); nor will I engage in invasions of
personal privacy unrelated to campaign issues.
• I will not use or permit use of any campaign material or advertisement which misrepresents, distorts, or otherwise falsifies the facts
regarding my opponent(s).
• I will refuse to disseminate any campaign
material or message in which I am not prominently identified.
• I will publicly repudiate support from any

City Councilman Mark Landman, major contributor to the
No on Measure U campaign, listens to City Manager Dianne
Thompson talk about the defeated Village Main Street Plan
individual or group whose activities would
violate this Fair Campaign Pledge.
In signing this pledge, I assume personal control over and responsibility for the conduct of
my campaign…”
But according to multiple Cotati voters
who asked to remain anonymous, Dell’Osso
repeatedly told voters campaigning door to
door that George Barich lies in this newspaper. This is called a whisper campaign because it was conducted without any of the
other candidates being present and in violation of the spirit and letter of the pledge.
To make matters worse, John Dell’Osso
has never complained to this newspaper
about anything, never offered to refute the
facts reported in this newspaper, never sent
The Cotati Independent a letter to the editor,
never telephoned us with a concern, and
never wrote a personal column of any kind to
convey his views or disagreements. In fact,
free space in this newspaper was offered to
Mr. Dell’Osso to make a case (unedited),
why he was best qualified to be elected to a
seat on the city council, but Dell’Osso refused the generous offer.
Dell’Osso maintains to many that this
newspaper is not to be trusted. So, what is
Dell’Osso’s basis for his allegation? That’s
at least one question people want to know.
The other questions that need to be addressed
are: What is the city penalty for violating the
fair campaign pledge, if any? What is the
process to lodge a complaint? Last, how can
Dell’Osso lead this town forward if he can’t
even abide by his own promise to run a clean
campaign and avoid negative whisper campaigns behind the backs of his opponents?
What good is the campaign pledge if no one
at City Hall has the decency to enforce it
against Democrats? A copy of Cotati’s
Pledge to conduct an ethical campaign can
be found on the city’s website.

John Moore Oddly Silent This Month
Story and opinion by Greg Karraker

(Cotati, CA) In October, it was reported
that John Moore of Cotati filed a complaint
with the California Fair Political Practices
Commission (FPPC), alleging that this newspaper publisher, George Barich, should be
fined because this newspaper is simply a
type of political campaign brochure and
nothing more, which has not been properly
reported as a campaign expense and is in
violation of state law.
Evidently, Mr. Moore thinks this newspaper’s articles, which expose the city’s document transfer tax theft, its Drivable Cotati
column, its articles about Measure U and
Measure Z, and even its restaurant reviews
are all merely advertisements for council

Dianne Thompson said, “With Measure U
passing, we are now working on design of a
smaller gateway project instead of the Village
Main Street Project approved by City Council,”
So, several things could happen: 1.The
city will order the city attorney to look for a
way to overturn your vote. 2. The city’s next
plan could still involve narrowing Old Red to
one-lane each way. - Continued on Page 4

candidate George Barich.
This reporter finds Moore’s logic to be
flawed and his actions to be purely politically motivated, to say the least. So this
month we gave Mr. Moore the opportunity
to provide us up to 1,400 words to explain to
the community exactly why he is obsessed
with denying this newspaper its First
Amendment rights, and denying you your
right to read it.
We promised Mr. Moore we would print
his remarks, unedited, in this space. Not
surprisingly at the time of this writing, one
month later, we have received nothing from
John Moore. Maybe he needs more time.

(Cotati, CA) Many Cotati citizens dug
down deep to put Measure U on the ballot this
past year to keep traffic moving through our
small town. Many people spent their own
time and money to get Measure U passed so
they could stop a city project that was clearly
bad for Cotati.
In a city where the same tired politicians get
elected term after term, the passage of Measure U was a stunning upset. For the first time
in recent memory, citizens took a stand and
told the city council that enough is enough.
The people behind Yes on Measure U include Patty Minnis, who began the initiative,
organized the petition drive that collected
nearly 700 signatures, and wrote a mass mailing that was far more convincing than the spin
the city tried to put on their one-lane plan.
Victory could not have been possible without the contributors, mostly local business
people, who gave both their time and their
money to support Measure U.
- Continued on Page 4

uled a meeting with Ms. Thompson and Ms.
Miller for 2:00 that afternoon. Ms. Taylor
then turned to George Barich, who was video
recording the
conversation,
and Greg
Karraker,
who was
observing,
and said that
Story and opinion by Greg Karraker
no members
(Cotati, CA) In a democracy, the incident of the press
that begins this story is bad enough. On Oc- would be
permitted
tober 30th, Roileen Miller, owner of Miller
Driving School, placed a two-sided A-frame during any meeting with citizens.
We asked why not, and we received no
sign outside her business that explained why
answer.
The request was recorded on video,
citizens should vote Yes on Measure U. This
and
the
encounter
can be seen on YouTube.
is in an area where A-frame signs are rouJust
search
for:
Cotati
City Manager Dianne
tinely displayed on private property, are leThompson
Prohibits
News
Cameras.
gal, and are never questioned.
So
that’s
the
state
of
things
in our town.
Within three hours, Ms. Miller was visited
The
city
thinks
they
can
use
police
to stifle
by a Cotati police officer, who told her the
dissent,
confiscate
private
property,
then hide
sign was “blocking public access”, although
from
the
press
behind
closed
doors.
this was not the case at all, according to
Thompson has decreed that no members of
Ms. Miller. She then moved the sign to a
the
press will be allowed to accompany citidifferent location.
zens
into a meeting with members of city
The following Monday at 9 AM, she
staff,
and that the only person in City Hall
looked out her window and saw a Cotati City
who
is
permitted to speak to the press is Ms.
work truck removing her sign off her propThompson
herself.
erty. Outraged, she ran outside and demanded
How
did
we
get a local government so
to know why. The city worker told her the
afraid
of
public
scrutiny? To keep the press
sign was “blocking public access.” Again,
from
accompanying
a citizen with a simple
Ms. Miller took the sign inside and claimed
complaint
or
concern
reveals there is a deep
she felt harassed. So, the next morning, she
problem
at
Cotati
City
Hall, which has the
visited City Hall, accompanied by two retacit
approval
of
all
city
council members.
porters from this newspaper, and demanded
We
urge
citizens
to
try
this yourself. Call
to meet City Manager Dianne Thompson to
Cotati
City
Hall
and
attempt
to schedule a
ask what right the city has to seize her private
meeting
with
the
City
Manager.
Say you
property and to deny her the right to express
have
a
complaint.
Inform
the
city
clerk that
her political opinion.
you
wish
to
be
accompanied
by
a
friend, a
City Clerk Tami Taylor said Ms. Thompfamily
member,
or
your
spouse,
and
explain
son was not available, but Ms. Taylor schedthat you would like to record the meeting on
your camera phone and that you may wish to
share the video with the press for the benefit
of the entire community.
Let us know how it goes. Call us or simply
email us at:
editor@thecotatiindependent.com
We’ll be happy to share your story in an upcoming edition.

Cotati City Worker
Tries to Confiscate
Election Sign; City
Hall Refuses to
Explain Why
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Business & Professional Directory

SPASPA-LAND.com
7950 Redwood Drive Suite 31

Friendly Atmosphere & Best People in Town
8 Charles Street, Cotati.

Adopt a Neighborhood and get
your neighbors a free copy of
The Cotati Independent courtesy
of your kindness.
Only $25/month.
Call 795-4121 today !

Cougar’s Den
Barber Shop
35 Years in business
Rancho Cotati
Shopping Center
Next to the Cotati Post Office

Call 795-1183
Sonoma Maintenance,
Construction & Repair

Have Tools
All phases of home
and commercial
repair

Will Travel
Call
Phil De Nardo

707707-795795-0295

Protecting your investment since 1984
* Free Estimates *

The Jelly Donut
8575 Gravenstein Highway, Cotati

Ready for More of the Same?
First, let’s look at why Measure U (No traffic roundabouts ballot initiative) passed in a landslide. First, the
current city council failed to listen to the residents and
business owners who have been objecting to plans to
transform our downtown into a traffic nightmare for
years. Second, the city was simply deceitful about how
many millions had already been wasted and evasive as to
where the necessary money was going to come from.
Third, they failed to explain what the city was going to
do if single-lane roundabouts simply didn’t work as
planned, or if traffic volumes increased. I mean growth
is still coming folks, despite the serious water issues
here.
Over the years, city officials saw a storm brewing at
every meeting regarding roundabouts. But they sat back,
ignored the opposition, thought local merchants were
expendable, and told Oliver’s to build its new store in
another city if they didn’t like small roundabouts. The
city was simply trying to put lipstick on a pig, with federal grant money the country can’t afford to waste.
Numerous articles were written in this newspaper
about the silliness of the Village Main Street Plan to constipate traffic and put us all on a “traffic diet”, and the
city failed to respond. Time and time again, the city
council was offered space in this newspaper to make
their case, but refused. Our police chief continued to
ignore our offers to provide us a monthly Chief’s Report
as well, and the community took notice! No letters to the
editor supporting roundabouts on the busiest street in
town were ever received by this newspaper. The arrogance and self-righteous indignation by our city was felt
far and wide throughout our town courtesy of this newspaper.
Measure U could have been soundly defeated if the
city knew a thing or two about how to play politics. I
explained this all to them at the Nov. 14th council meeting. I explained that they let a good crisis go to waste,
tried to confuse the public with their deceptive campaign
signs, used city funds to stuff our water bills with roundabout propaganda, while threatening merchants in town
that they were either with the city, or against the city, in
no uncertain terms. Word of the city’s bullying tactics
spread through town like wildfire. People stood up and
took notice and began talking with their neighbors. The
city’s position made no sense other than to push an unpopular streetscape on a community that strongly objected
to another public works boondoggle with bailout money
borrowed from, and placed on the backs of, future generations. Even staunch liberals were scratching their heads in
disbelief.
It is widely understood by now that our city council and
their cronies have no interest in what the citizens really
have to say, but only what their campaign contributors
have to say. Want proof? Recently, councilman John
Dell’Osso said on the record that he was simply tired of
having to listen to people get up and complain at council
meetings… I’m not making this stuff up. Here’s a guy
who hadn’t been to a city council meeting in over a decade
and who applied for the job to fill the seat left by the late
Bob Coleman, and got appointed without being elected.
And he has the nerve to complain and imply he isn’t getting paid enough to listen to citizens complain?
It’s old news that Cotati citizens have been a thorn in
the side of our city council for many years, speaking our
minds as we thought we were supposed to as active and
concerned citizens. The audacity of the little people disagreeing with council on key issues, or taking issue with
certain city policies, or a lack thereof, or questioning the
sheer lack of consistency in the council’s decision making, or exposing how the council often just makes up the
rules as they go along, or how the council refuses to
apologize for their transgressions. The sheer lack of hospitality at these city meetings, and the cold responses by
city staff members who won’t even look you in the eye as
you speak is obvious even to newcomers. The city is so
financially strapped for cash that apparently it has even
removed the coffeemaker and the free coffee from city
council meetings. Yet, their salaries and benefits are at
an all-time high.
Our current city council votes in lockstep with one another, and rarely if ever do they comment on citizen input
in the room when the news media are present. Go online
and listen to the podcasts of the city meetings yourself.
Since our cameras and reporters have arrived, makeup and
hairdos seem to be of new importance these days for city
officials.
Back to the other interesting reasons Measure U passed,
concerned citizens got out there in the neighborhoods,
explained what City Hall was up to, and gathered the necessary signatures while city leaders and city staff sat on
their hands with a wait and see attitude. For the longest
time, the city decided to play defense, and everyone
knows you can’t win anything playing defense. They
wasted time and then had their spouses knock on doors to
take the heat from residents. Unbelievable. Again, this
was a bush league maneuver that resulted in a catastrophic
defeat.
In addition to the many citizens who gathered signatures, people and businesses put up the money to fight
City Hall. The fact is, people campaigned in our town to
tell the truth about this single-lane roundabout plan and
the real long-term costs if it became a reality. See, you can
fight City Hall and win !
The city council also broke one of the most fundamental
principles of politics. They failed to try to reach a compromise. They failed to roll up their sleeves. They ended
the city council meetings early and quickly went home
shutting off all negotiations with the citizens who were left
shaking their heads. There were no Saturday workshops
on this issue because city staff couldn’t be bothered. They
basically ignored all the work and money Oliver’s Market
invested in trying to reach a compromise to the Village
Main Street Plan. The city failed in their duty to try to do
everything in their power to bring the community together.
Instead, they opted to sharply divide the community, were
led around by the nose by an inexperienced city manager,
circled the wagons, hunkered down for a fight, called in
the big guns like Pru Draper to begin another slick campaign, and began one of the most dishonest campaigns the
city has ever seen. Frankly, it reminded me of the 2009
recall.
But the city also had one man in their pocket they
thought was sleazy enough to head such a dishonest campaign who was truly expendable, and that man was Mark

Former Cotati City Councilman
George Barich

“Just My Two Cents”
Landman. Remember, Landman was appointed to the
Cotati City Council as part of deal he made with the late
Bob Coleman that if he worked hard to recall George
Barich and keep the city council clear of any involvement,
Landman would be appointed to John Guardino’s vacant
seat. Landman made good on his promise to slander
Barich at every opportunity, played a major role in the
nasty campaign, and the rest is history.
The other mistake the city made is that if any of the city
council members had come to me, sat down like adults,
solicited my support, convinced me that their plan was
sound and tried to reach a compromise with me to stay
neutral, who knows what might have happened? Maybe
Measure U might have been defeated and I would have
won a seat on the council. The fact is, the council again
has five likeminded people all facing a very big problem
and has a public relations disaster on its hands. Landman
and Pat Gilardi will always be known as the proroundabout candidates and their days seem numbered on
the city council.

Oliver’s Market spent hundreds of thousands of dollars
to submit alternative street plans to the city that made perfect sense. But the city stood fast and refused to budge
one inch. People won’t soon forget.
I specifically asked councilmen Dell’Osso over six
months ago to sit down and attempt to reach a compromise and find some common ground. He seemed interested and verbally agreed to get back to me, yet he never
did. I will never understand why these people on the city
council appear to fear me as they do. I have been attending city council meetings for 15 years and have been a
model citizen and city leader who served with honor. My
record of making clear and convincing arguments with
compassion and professionalism which is known by so
many in this town is clear. The council doesn’t have anyone else to blame but themselves now. They stand alone
defending a sinking ship, a city with serious liabilities it
wishes not to talk about, and declining city revenues and
empty storefronts.
Politics is often about making deals with the opposition
to at least try to reach a compromise as a last resort to
avoid a catastrophe. But unfortunately, our city officials
are not city leaders. They don’t know the first thing about
leading. They know only how to bow down to special
interests in town, take campaign contributions, and spend
thousands of dollars to get elected. Politics is the art and
science of decision making. A lack of political savvy can
be costly, as we are seeing now with the passage of Measure U. The city has decided to keep spending money and
pouring it down a rat hole to keep the federal grant money
by filing for extensions with the Feds. If the city loses the
federal stimulus money, to save face, the city manager will
likely be handed her walking papers. So, stay tuned.
The council is now stuck with a lot of egg on their face,
courtesy of Pru Draper, no less. The council is now forced
to take the entire blame for this roundabout fiasco which
local historians I talk to at the local bars are calling The
Great Cotati Circle Jerk. I think the council needs to stand
up and take full responsibility for wasting millions of dollars, knowing full well they had not laid the proper
groundwork to gain the support of the majority of the
community, or the support of those who publish newspapers that are delivered to every home and business in
town. In my opinion, our council and the city staff were
blinded by their hatred of the opposition which got the
better of them.
Over 1,000 people in this town voted for me in an attempt to tell the city council something they refused to
listen to all along. The council has hijacked the process,
continues to leap over the community to impose their will,
and like amateurs refuse to strike any compromise. There
is no leadership on this council, only bullies who seek to
destroy people they disagree with by any means possible.
I hope some day there will be an adult in the room who
will set an example for leadership, because at the present
time, I don’t see a single one. Mr. Landman walks by my
house often, but could never bring himself to knock on my
door and ask for my support. This is what happens when
you never studied politics or you get appointed to public
office without prior experience. This is what happens
when city managers and police chiefs refuse to give interviews to the press. This is what happens when you strongarm merchants to go along or suffer the consequences. I
have never seen such a divisive group in all my life, unwilling to talk, unwilling to compromise, and trying to
keep such a tight grip on power to the extent it simply
shocks the community. The people have spoken on
roundabouts. It’s now time the council listens.
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Voters 1,
Cotati 0
By Eric Kirchmann
Cotati

Well, the election is over. For those of you who are
amazed that I waste my time and yours on this rant each
month, I need to explain that I do not write for George
Barich, or anyone else, and I am not censored or cajoled. [The editors only try to correct anything that
may be slightly vague or misspelled here].
George lost this election. Is that really cause for joy,
folks? We have a system that has been a few hundred
years in the making. It was founded by people giving
up their lives to fight for what they believed in. King
George (the one in England) knew what was best for
the colonies: Tax them, and be done with it. A few
bucked the system; the way things were. Not everyone
was with them and the system they left to us has grown
and changed. No folks, not everyone is created equal
or treated equally, but there are far more chances for us
all than there were even fifty years ago.
This November election seemed to be run by hate
and fear, bashing and belittling. Robo calls and big
money. Oh yes, there were also the endorsements. Folks, if an outgoing congresswoman, assemblyman, or standing school board member supports
someone, does that really mean the candidate is qualified for office? If their children endorse a candidate
does that qualify the candidate? If the building industry
is behind these candidates, what do they owe for that
support? My ballot stubs all say "non-partisan". Does
anyone know what that means? It means select the best
person for the job, not choose sides! Well I can't calm
the fear that runs through our town, the fear of anything
diverse or different. A threat to the machine and the
way things are. Sounds pretty conservative to me.
I can't help but be reminded of the slick glossy political mailings which I received too many copies of folks. I read them the first time; twice is not very
Green. Lots of out of town interest supporting Cotati
candidates and the status quo. I can't help but note that
most of the former city mayors who support candidates
don't live here anymore… Doesn't that kind of say
something about where their loyalties lie? Oh, cheap
shot... the majority have moved on.
I don't want to bend your ear too much, as it has been
a strain this month making decisions about our future
and some folks’ "legacies". I hope to stay healthy because if I get sick I have to fall down when our local
fire station is actually open and staffed, and worry how
our fire trucks driving from Liberty Valley covers the
most people in a public safety and service sort of
way. Pick and choose which fire stations to keep open
and rotations? That’s not service; but we get what we
pay for.

December, 2012
It would appear that people here really aren't sold on
roundabouts no matter how much money gets thrown at
them. I hope that the newly elected city council majority doesn't take orders from city staff and give a one
fingered wave at the voters and spend more money in
court circumventing the will of the people.
The people have spoken on single-lane roundabouts
and No means No. Oh, but I guess we can run another
election in these lean times to satisfy and serve Cotati
citizens. If staff hadn't stuck to two silly little circles
around an eighteen foot median perhaps a new Oliver's
shopping center would be under construction and there
would be some flexibility. Everyone needs to start
being a bit more flexible and this election made it clear
that many have had enough of being told and sold a
package from the civil servants downtown.
Done deals and backroom operations appear not to be
what the majority of citizens want. There is a time and
place for bells and whistles and this election, on seemingly all fronts, said enough is enough. I am happy to
see city staff eating locally, but I do not know if they
walked or drove and of course, I don't know if their
meal was on us or if they paid their own way. How
many city staffers make over a $100K a year at City
Hall anyway? I ask because it strikes me that what we
really need is more cash registers in town ringing up
sales and more commercial development.
I spent the summer in San Bernardino, CA where
they did not go silently into filing for bankruptcy nor
does the city council impose limits on public input at its
meetings... They have far more commercial developments and shopping centers than we ever will, but they
lost track over the past thirty years and sadly in the
same time Cotati has done little to grow business here,
to sustain business here, to make things, to provide services, or to create an ongoing healthy Cotati. Where is
the Circle Cafe, The Sea Horse, Red's Recovery Room,
Buffalo Billiards, Redwood Reliance? The former
mayors have left what legacy?
The present city council supports a plan left by land
developer Orrin Thiessen, who has moved on and filed
for bankruptcy. His partners wanted the Oliver's Market project to see daylight and so did Oliver's, or they
wouldn't have signed the contracts and made the plans
they did. What happened? I don't think we can sum it
up in buzzwords like Gateway or Roundabout, or even
Walkable. I think we have to think of greater paradigms like “Sustainability” or maybe just a simple one
like “culture”. There have been very great divides created these past few months in Cotati with people taking
sides and city hall drawing lines and no one escaping
bad feelings.
Cotati has a culture that allows for things getting done
if they are only allowed to. I have been talking to people who believe that business can prosper here if they
are allowed to. I have been talking to people crazy
enough to want to put on festivals here to promote music and generate funds for non-profits —worthy causes;
but they don't understand why a public park is rented
and that there are "hard costs and soft costs" , and the
city is paid for activities where our neighbors put festivals on for free or actual costs. There is a great deal of
opportunity here for sure. I fear our culture if we allow
that opportunity to mean $999.99 spent on nasty hateful

those on the right? Is it simply because you have to have
your way as would some spoiled five-year old brat? What
have your ideas and principles given us?
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robo- call consultants, I fear campaigns costing five,
ten, and in Sebastopol thirty-five thousand dollars for a
candidate to get elected. I hope our culture wraps itself
around ideas, around good deeds, or at least ideas instead of money, greed, and good advertising. Saying
you want more business won't make it happen, You
have to be friendly to existing and new business. Building a storefront doesn't make success, there
is a little more to it than a blueprint or plan; it’s good
ideas, good people, and a lot of hard work. We need to
allow businesses to succeed and flourish, and we need
to support them as best we can.
I hate to end with the dreaded traffic flow debate, but
folks, in the Downtown Village section of Cotati, that
was depicted in slideshow (a half million dollar consultant's presentation in City Hall) the section from
Charles St. and Henry St. to West Sierra and East Cotati
Ave. still has a few trees that the city staff has not
yanked out or contracted out. That area has wider sidewalks than it once did (sidewalks are always changing
and torn up and redesigned), the lights have been
changed four times, parking added and changed.
Folks, that section works because between a stop sign
and a signal you have a block and only a few escapes. If you turn to your right to turn or park you are
probably in the right and legal. If you turn left you are
probably crossing a double yellow line- perhaps that
should be changed to broken lines, as people are breaking the law daily...
Another section where big money has been thrown
into traffic flow is East Cotati Ave., where the streets
were allowed to grow to four lanes- two each way except in front of a city councilman's business of course
(He's long gone, enjoying his City Health Care for life
like a civil servant.) A few years ago Cotati rerouted
the traffic again, paring the lanes down. Big traffic
calming islands were built and a pedestrian crossing to
nowhere.... Traffic accidents followed this calming
traffic flow plan... What I can't hope notice is that in
front of Starbucks, and yes Oliver' Market, there are
four lanes, two going either way, with just a stop sign
to slow traffic until you hit Rohnert Park's signals. People turn at the stop sign, they speed by the
Post Office to avoid stops and find their own way as
traffic like water flows. The new entry to Cotati off the
freeway in our Northern Gateway really is not any better as cars jockey and sneak in to the one southbound
Cotati lane. The point? People do what they do; some
stop, some think, some are considerate, some are all
about themselves, some slow, and some speed with
total disregard and it doesn't seem to matter what signs,
signals, or obstacles are in their way. People in the end
are going to drive the way they do no matter what.
Please note that in today's rant I agreed with two
council members’ direct quotes and really tried not to
push anyone's buttons...too hard.
The new rule during city council meetings now
is "No whispering!". I am not reporting folks, I am just
rambling like some other people do. I am not a journalist, so don't expect me to measure up on your yardstick.
And please follow the new rule "No whispering in Cotati City Hall !"

I would suggest that all of you purchase a copy of Ayn
Rand’s magnificent novel “Atlas Shrugged”. Read it and
compare its prescience with what is occurring as we live
I just finished reading a story on the City of San Bernatoday. You liberals have achieved a world of “people’s
dino, another recent bankruptcy casualty of the liberal poli- republics” and the world is poorer for it and heading for
cies of ever higher wages and benefits to those financed by moral and financial collapse such as demonstrated by
leftist unions. Rather than the easily definable “corruption” Greece most recently.
case of the City of Bell, the author called this a case of
“back scratching” by politicians and those in government
When those who produce efficiently and effectively have
occupying staff positions. Unions have taken over the State had enough and quit producing, essentially killing the gold
and now they are attempting to use their campaign financegg laying goose themselves, you will be left with incompeing power to take over cities. The results? See above.
tent government officials attempting to step in to replace
them. The inevitable result will be a sharp decline in qualA classic case of the fox guarding the hen house, the un- ity of life, availability of merchandise, and food stocks.
ions will, or have installed, their own in positions of deciWhen the soup lines return, as they will despite Obummer’s
sion making authority. Once that occurs, there is little to
ridiculous chanting of “we can’t go back” when that is exstop the elected from aggrandizing those who financed their actly what he is doing, don’t say I didn’t warn you.
rise to political fame. The only thing that stands in the way
is the gullible public.
You have had your choice. You could have chosen what
was proven to work and given you the greatest country in
The City of Dixon is traveling along this path as I write
the world, America. That is the free market capitalist systhis. We just embedded a former police officer and union
tem. Instead you would rather have a minority of us as your
By Mike Ceremello
leader on the council plus a carpenter’s union official. The slaves while you feed your obesity in idleness.
mayor, a true liberal bad old boy elitist and fawner over city
Other than the bigots of society, and yes there is some
staff, now has another rubber stamping majority who will
I for one would like to speed up the demise of your crealatent bigotry in all of us, diversity is acceptable to a wide
bankrupt this town in two years. At least that is my bet.
tion. Rather than resist, I will join you in becoming a taker.
range of the political spectrum embraced by both liberals
We can all be brothers and sisters in despair. The sooner
and conservatives. We have been cajoled to become nonThe problem with unions does not lie in their ability to
we all feel the pain, the sooner we can get over this mental
judgmental and color blind. Diversity doesn’t stop with the elect officials representing their views. It lies with their
disorder called liberalism.
race card. The old aphorism “two heads are better than
ability to elect only people with their views, squeezing out
one” comes to mind.
contrary opinions and argumentation. While some prefer
And there are plenty of John Galts to step forward and save
“harmony” over substantive debate and label any debate at our world and our nations after you have plunged us into an
Yet it seems that those on the left, you liberals, you reall as “contentious”, harmony belongs in a choir not on de- intolerable abyss. At that point you just need to get out of
gressives, while promoting diversity for diversity’s sake
liberative bodies.
our way ...
ignore the fact that you only want your positions considered. Being on the same page after a healthy debate, deFortunately for all of us, the political arena can not esfined as one where all points are considered equally merito- cape the laws of physics. For every action there is a reacriously rather than from some predefined position, is one
tion. “Cause and effect” is another term for this. So, now
thing. It is quite another to “rubber stamp” your way
that you liberal fools have once again moved to kill the
through life while forcing those who don’t agree with you
goose which lays the golden egg, that is those in the minorat the point of a gun to get in line.
ity who actually produce goods for sale for those of you

Delusional Diversity:
The Truth of the Liberal Lie

A good example of the liberal anti-diversity mentality of
the residents of Cotati, and indeed that of most of California, is the prevention of oppositional voices even in a minute minority to exist on your governing bodies, most notably your city council. The defeat of George Barich for a
solitary seat on a council composed of those who will not
see, will not think, and are only there as place holders is a
defeat for the health of Cotati as a whole. Well, at least you
weren’t stupid enough to vote for single-lane roundabouts.

who need to be drawn a picture, by increasing taxes both
sales and income, you get to see the effect of your action in
the coming year.

As if home prices weren’t in bad enough shape, except in
the wealthier enclaves of California, the predicted “mass
exodus” from California in the coming year will create a
second “recession” and housing market collapse. As jobs
leave the State, more burden will be put on the State to fund
their burgeoning unemployment rolls. Couple the exodus
with the State’s water problems and reluctance to come up
So, once again you have a one-sided dysfunctional coun- with true long term solutions for irrigating the Central Valcil of your own choosing. Wouldn’t it make more sense to ley, and you will see a further exodus but this time of your
have someone concerned about budgets and the prime func- agricultural workers unless they are also put on the dole.
tion of government of providing for community safety than
those who are leading your city to the brink of financial
Yet you liberals all stick your heads in the sand and concollapse? Witness your own Cotati government in action.
tinue to claim there is no problem. At least that is where I
Go to a city meeting. They only last an hour at most.
think your heads are, to be nice that is. Denial is not a river
Why is it that those of you on the left fear the ideas of

in Egypt, but seems to be in the exclusive jurisdiction of our
liberal legislators.
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Barich Helps Voters
Pass Measure U

Cotati’s Response
to Measure U an
Open Question

(From Page One)
But this election, the term that we heard over
and over was “ground game.” And one man in
particular used the ground game like nobody else.
Every weekend from August through October,
candidate George Barich knocked on doors and
had over 1,000 face to face conversations, explaining what the city and his opponents were
really up to. According to Barich, many voters
wanted to understand his position on roundabouts,
so he broke it down in simple terms and detailed
why the city has been obsessed with roundabouts,
and why the city frowns on traditional traffic
calming measures like street striping and speed
bumps: No grant money was available for these
simple techniques that actually keep traffic flowing, yet at slower speeds.
In fact, Mr. Barich felt so strongly about passing Measure U that he made it the central theme
of his campaign for a seat on the city council.
On learning the results of Measure U and his
own candidacy, Barich said, “I accomplished my
primary mission. Some things are bigger than
ourselves and stopping runaway and wasteful
government spending is worth the effort and the
risk. Forcing the incumbent candidates to go door
to door and hear for themselves the disapproval of
their plan to put single-lane roundabouts on the
busiest street in town was well worth the effort. I
hope they learned a thing or two about the intelligence and pulse of this community that they are
not hearing from city staff. My opponents spent
critical personal resources and thousands of dollars more than I did to retain their seats on the city
council. We needed to split the opposition into
fighting a war on two fronts, getting re-elected
and defeating Measure U. I knew they couldn’t
do both effectively if I entered this race and
forced them to defend their records and their
failed plan for our downtown. I am very proud to
have been a part of a great team of citizens who
protected Cotati’s small town charm and drivability.”
In the spirit of full disclosure, this reporter was
treasurer for the Yes on Measure U Committee,
so I was able to see all the elements of the campaign that helped it win by a landslide. George
was obviously on the right side of this issue, and
was the only candidate in tune with the mood of
voters.
So why wasn’t he elected? 1,494 people agreed
with Barich on roundabouts. But his popular vote
was lower: 1,015 votes. I think the fault lies with
a last-minute hit piece from the Sonoma County
Young Democrats that threw the lowest kind of
mud at George, and a headline story in The Community Voice newspaper that implies the FPPC is
investigating his campaign, when there was no
factual basis to the headline..
But that’s politics: Throw mud first and worry
about the actual facts later. With all the animosity
George puts up for trying to talk sense to City
Hall, I’m amazed how he keeps fighting for the
good of our town, no matter how much his opponents call him everything from a gadfly to the
Antichrist.
From my perspective, I’d rather call him a
friend who cares more about this town than he
cares about himself. I have no clue what George
will do next,
Personally, I hope he takes a well-deserved
break after running five campaigns in four years.
If you see George around town, stop and say
thanks because he’s a big part of the reason you
won’t see one-lane roundabouts in this town. Not
now. Not ever.

(From Page One)
3. The city could learn from their past mistakes, and
make sensible changes to upgrade the street without cutting
its traffic flow in half. What they actually will do is unknown. But this much is certain: For the first time in years,
voters are looking at city government with a skeptical eye,
and will not put up with one more plan that involves traffic
diets, traffic calming, or whatever other buzzword they hope
you’ll be gullible enough to accept.
But what if the city still hasn’t learned they can only push
you so far? Just remember, you have already demonstrated
that your vote counts more than their whims. So call, write,
or email the city manager and the city council now. Tell
them that anything less than a car-friendly, businessfriendly, four-lane plan will result in another public backlash. Here are their names and contact information:

City Manager Dianne Thompson:
dthompson@ci.cotati.ca.us (707) 665-3623
Mayor Susan Harvey:
sharvey@ci.cotati.ca.us

(707) 795-0637

Vice Mayor Pat Gilardi:
gilardiforcouncil@sbcglobal.net
Councilmember John Dell’Osso:
jdellosso@ci.cotati.ca.us
Councilmember Mark Landman:
mlandman@ci.cotati.ca.us
Council member Janet Orchard:
jorchard@co.cotati.ca.us

Oliver’s Market Site May Be
Vacant Lot for Years to Come
(From Page One)
If you want to know why this site will remain an eyesore for years, thank City Manager Dianne Thompson,
City Engineer Damien O’Bid, and Community Development Director Vicki Parker. They created so much uncertainty about the flow of traffic on this street that
Oliver’s wisely folded their hand, preferring to lose $4
million in land purchases and planning documents than
lose $18 million on a store that would never have the
traffic volume to support its business.
So what will become of this little patch of Appalachia
in the middle of Wine Country? The chances are, not
much. Mayor Susan Harvey is naively optimistic about
the site, saying, “There are plenty of good businesses
who would love to build here.” One thing is certain. That
business will not be a supermarket. Oliver’s management
are infinitely smarter than the people at City Hall, so
they will definitely not sell this lot to a potential competitor.
What about a luxury hotel, like a Ritz-Carlton, or Four
Seasons, like some on the city council and staff have
hinted at? Here’s a thought: Those are destination resorts, which means that once you leave the lobby, you
are in an attractive place where you actually want to be.
Given the way your elected and appointed officials
micromanage everything in town, from the color of a
sign on a gas station to the number of poppies a deli
owner can have on his patio, don’t expect Cotati to become a world-class destination anytime soon.

Rohnert Park Church Serves
Thanksgiving Dinner
to 1500; Needs Help for
Christmas
Story by Greg Karraker

(Rohnert Park CA) On November 22, the Shiloh Christian Fellowship, led by the Rev. Dr. Samuel Tharpe, served
over 1,500 Thanksgiving dinners to residents of Rohnert
Park and neighboring communities. According to Dr.
Tharpe, “This is the 24th straight year we have offered
these dinners, and we are especially grateful to DoubleTree
Hotel, Red Lobster, and Mary’s Pizza Shack, who helped

Mayor’s Report

By Susan Harvey
(Declined to Comment)

cook the turkeys for this occasion.” Dr. Tharpe also expressed his thanks to the City of Rohnert Park, who donated the Rohnert Park Senior Center free of charge, and to
the many citizens who donated their time and money to
support this event. When asked if his neighbor city of Cotati contributed anything, Dr. Tharpe said the only Cotati
involvement he was aware of came from Patty Minnis of
Cotati Jewelers, who is a long-time supporter of this event.

please. All items can be brought to 49er Pet, 375 Southwest Boulevard, Rohnert Park, on Saturday December 8th,
between 10 AM — 12:30 PM. Your contribution will be
greatly appreciated.
To volunteer, email drstharpe@yahoo.com. You can also
send your financial contribution to Shiloh Christian Fellowship, PO Box 127, Cotati, CA 94931

December 8: A second chance to contribute
Now that Cotati citizens and city staff are aware of this
event, there is a second chance to contribute this year. On
December 8th, the church will collect the food necessary to
prepare Christmas gift baskets. Items needed include turkeys, flour, rice, dry beans, and sugar. No canned goods,

Police Chief’s Report

Historical Society
Report

By Michael Parish

By Pru Draper

(Declined to Comment)

(Declined to Comment)
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sustainable in terms of ongoing demand and historical recharge rates – despite this the City moved forward with its
General Plan to build an additional 4,500 homes and
5,000,000 sq.ft. of commercial space, these numbers have
since grown.

Cotati Follies
I don't make jokes; I just watch the government and report the facts. - Will Rogers

It was through this process I learned that state identified
rural groundwater recharge areas were targeted for development in the Rohnert Park area, the Department of Water
Resources in Sacramento took the position that these areas
should be fenced off from development and protected forever – they aren’t.
I also learned through the 6 year long Sonoma County
General Plan Update process that most of Sonoma County
is mapped as being water scarce. Diversions from the Eel
River are insignificant in terms of growing water demands
and the future of diversions is questionable. Many rural
well water levels are now known to be in decline with no
Printed below and for your consideration is a letter I sent to hope of outside help. Rural property owners are prohibited
the Santa Rosa Plain Basin Advisory Panel. In 1999 I con- by law from voting on City issues, it’s the Cities that gencluded the largest groundwater basin in Sonoma County
erate most of the impacts on rural Sonoma County as City
was in decline, too much demand and decreasing recharge water supplies are largely taken from rural Sonoma County
resulting from development. Rural wells continue to go
lands.
dry. By 2000 a group called The South County Resource
Preservation Committee which included myself, filed a
In about 1999 the Department of Water Resources (DWR)
lawsuit against Rohnert Park who failed to evaluate imin Sacramento contacted 1,000 municipalities and water
pacts on regional groundwater supplies as the result of an- agencies throughout the State offering help with AB 3030,
ticipated increased groundwater pumping for its 20 year
the short list of those who expressed in writing as having
General Plan. The new General Plan called for 5,000 new no interest included the Sonoma County Water Agency
homes and 5 million sq. ft. of commercial space - both of
and North Marin Water District who we supply 80 percent
these projections have since been eclipsed with General
of its daily water needs.
Plan modifications and additional annexations of rural
lands. By 2002 the Sonoma County Superior Court ruled It’s hard to imagine the agency responsible for safeguardin favor of the Plaintiffs which brought the Rohnert Park
ing our irreplaceable water supplies including 4 groundwaGeneral Plan to a halt until this water dilemma is resolved. ter basins and Lake Sonoma, water supplies that had been

"While you're at work..."

Behind Friar Tuck’s Pub is a public parking lot supposedly
enforced by our fine Cotati police department. The signs
clearly indicate four hour parking maximum during the day.

in decline over the previous 25 years in the biggest basin in
the County that stretches 14 miles North from Penngrove
to Windsor, had no interest in a much needed groundwater
management plan. We have been exporting groundwater
from the Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Basin since the
1970’s to North Marin and Marin Municipal Water Districts (MMWD), the annual amount averages about 6 bilEarlier this year a committee called the Santa Rosa Basin
lion gallons a year with a new obligation as of 2005 to exAdvisory Panel was formed, panel members are supposed port an additional 16 billion, 250 million gallons per year –
to be volunteers, some are paid representatives of various
every year, despite the over drafting and continued collapsorganizations including environmental groups, and the
However, we noticed the manager’s car is often parked there political connections and agendas are thick as can be. This ing (land subsidence) of the basin we are trying to stabilize. This export obligation is made possible by Jared
for more than three days and three nights in a row and given a isn't good news.
Huffman and friends who sat on the MMWD Board of
free pass. How do you get preferential treatment like this in
Directors in 2005, and of course, our Sonoma County SuCotati? Hang campaign signs on the front of your business in
The purpose of the panel is varied, but the core goal is to
pervisors who direct the Sonoma County Water Agency.
the public right-of-way for the right candidates and parking
determine what actions should be taken to address the watickets are a thing of the past.
ter problem, if there is a problem.
Further, we know Marin Municipal Water District no
If I had the facts correct, and the 8,000 pages of documentation I gathered was accurate, growth in Sonoma County
would have to stop. Or, the powers that be would intervene, create a smoke screen of deception, lie to the public,
and announce all is well.

longer gets East Bay MUD water from the Delta, the pipe
that was erected in the drought of the 1970’s was recently
disassembled and sold for scrap iron prices. Marin Municipal Water District has now put all its “eggs in one basket” in creating a sole reliance on Sonoma County ground
water supplies that continue to be in decline. The people
There is, of course, much more to this story, but for
of Sonoma and Marin Counties couldn’t possibly know
now I've offered to print the letter I wrote as a panelist this what is really happening and why.
past June. Not so publicly is the promise of "taking" land
from rural property owners to help with groundwater reAdd to this grim picture the fact that most of Sonoma
charge while cities like Rohnert Park build over some of
County’s cities are posturing to move forward with their
our best groundwater recharge areas with development on General Plans, and, we now have an approved Indian Cathe valley floor.
sino that will overly the Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater
Presentations have been made by the USGS, various agencies and consultants, but its my observation that the process is tainted, the truth isn't coming out, and the problem
gets worse.

Basin that will serve as the sole source for all its water
Please read the letter below, I will develop the story further needs only adding to a now catastrophic problem. None of
in the next issue.
the cities or the Casino has agreed in writing to wait
until the panel has reviewed all facts and data that surWill there be a White Trash Christmas party at Friar Tuck’s
June 6, 2012
round the basins evaluation. Groundwater adjudication
this year? Will Dennis Anderson, longtime supporter of White To:
Gina Bartlett
(mandatory rationing overseen by the Courts) is eminent.
Trash Parties in Cotati, host the event and promote it on his
Santa Rosa Plain Advisory Panel Moderator
When this happens it will then be apparent all the work and
Facebook Page as he has done before?
Via e-mail – (for full & immediate distribution)
money spent on a ground water management plan for Sonoma Valley to stabilize groundwater supplies and stop
From: John E. King
salt water intrusion will fail as groundwater imports from
Santa Rosa Plain Advisory Panel Member
the Santa Rosa Plain will likely no longer be available.
P.O. Box 127
Penngrove, Ca 94951
During the past Basin Advisory Panel meetings the thrust
707-763-7023
has been to make the SCWA the lead agency for the proRe:

Santa Rosa Plain Advisory Panel Meeting

Dear Ms. Bartlett,
It appears at this late hour I may not be able to attend today’s important Advisory Panel meeting. As such, I’m
submitting this letter for the record and it is for full and
immediate distribution to panel members.
As you may know my exposure to water issues began with
litigation over a failure by Rohnert Park to evaluate proCotati’s mayor, city council, and Cotati Chamber of Commerce have yet to denounce or condemn the white trash parties posed General Plan impacts on regional areas and groundheld at Friar Tuck’s. So many fools; so many racists; so little water supplies outside its city limits. Rohnert Park acknowledged in its May 2000 EIR area groundwater suptime.
plies had declined as much as 150 feet over the previous 25
Happy Holidays, everyone.
years. It was clear groundwater supplies were no longer

posed AB 3030 GWMP, it’s the equivalent of appointing a
pack of wolves to “guard the hen house”. We only have to
look at the SCWA’s past track record of safeguarding our
water supplies to see they give exclusive priority to new
development in both Sonoma and Marin Counties – not
Sonoma County’s rural and agricultural lands that are already known to be water scarce. These areas are not in the
headcount for what remains of our water supplies.
Finally, we have Lake Sonoma, created by Warm Springs
Dam, paid for by Sonoma County land owners who continue to underwrite the expense of the bond, not by those in
Marin•County. The water held by Warm Springs Dam is
earmarked for the cities of Sonoma and Marin Counties,
for houses yet to be built and for people not yet here.
Again, not for rural and agricultural Sonoma County that is
known to be water scarce and on the rise for failing wells as water levels continue to decline.
It only makes sense if you understand the concept of greed.
I joined the panel with high hopes, but because
of a censored USGS presentation, censored and
limited work by the USGS, an overall lack of an
understanding of the facts about changes in water levels in the basin by the USGS, and an expectation of the Advisory Panel to commit to
choosing AB 3030 over adjudication before all
the facts are considered and evaluated, it is clear
the Panel will not be allowed to work without
undue influence through the manipulation of
data. A truly successful plan will remain out of
reach as the process is corrupt. Imagine our
County economy trying to recover when forced
into mandatory water rationing.
With Sonoma County’s economic future at
stake, consider this my vote for adjudication, not
for AB 3030, and I will not “step aside”. I understand that my panel vote for adjudication will
not bring forth adjudication. My decision is final.
Signed,

John E. King
penngrove@sonic.net
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How a Vicious
Circle of
Self-Interest Sank
a California City

Letters to the Editor
Email: editor@thecotatiindependent.com
Dear Editor
So, I have to start off by saying we love
your newspaper and always look forward to
reading it,. So, with that said I thought you
might find this experience my dad had quite
interesting....We live on Valparaiso and the
creek is behind our house. Since we have
been here my dad has had to pull teeth over
at the City of Cotati trying to get them to
clean the creek which its always the same
thing; its not there job; its so and sos
job...blah blah blah. So, a week ago he went
over to see about a couple of trees growing
on our fence line and getting them trimmed.
He was told and given a printout that says
who owns the vacant lot and that its their
responsibility, but no one lives there. It
seems to me the buck always gets passed.
The best part of this that I heard was that he
can cut down the tree (with a permit) but
would have to replace it with one okayed
by the city (but its not their responsibility?????) It’s not their tree, but they have to
have a say so on it. Anyway, just thought
you would enjoy that.
Sheena Giubbini,
Cotati
__________________________________
An open letter to Chief Treanor and the
Rancho Adobe Fire District Board of Directors:
If you think “browning out” the busiest
station in your district will somehow garner
support for your department, you have
made a calamitous error. The Cotati station
serves the largest population density and
corresponding infrastructure in your district. Your assessment to close a municipal
fire station in favor of a rural one calls your
judgment into question.
If in fact your department no longer has
the ability adequately staff all three stations, one would presume you would have
used a simple triage method and cut the
most rural station. (I hope the word triage is
not new to you.) Instead, you choose to
play “Russian Roulette” with the citizens of
Cotati in protest of your tax initiative failure.
Remember sir that your duty is to provide
the public with the best possible service.
Anonymous,
Cotati
__________________________________
Dear Editor,
My new life in Cotati.....
Being relatively new to the area, I didn’t
know where I could voice my frustrations
until I had a small little newspaper delivered to my door, and it was free. I opened
it and read some of the articles and thought
they were on to something. A newspaper
that lets people express their ideas and concerns. How novel. I don’t believe I would
get my thoughts published in the Press Democrat and not sure I want it published
there.
Anyway, on to the topic at hand. My
husband and I have lived in a variety of
places up the California coast. We are both
native Californian’s and proud of it. I have
paid rent, trash, utilities, water and sewer
fees for many years. I am not easily
shocked, but when I got my first water bill
from the City of Cotati I thought it was for
6 months. The total was $188.00 for two
month, $94.00 a month. Really? Do they
flow gold in the water? After coming out
of sticker shock and finally coming to grips
with the added expense, I get my December
bill. An additional $34 dollars for the two
months. OMG!
So, I decided to go down to the City Water Department and ask them why my bill
was so high. A very helpful woman explained that I didn’t have much of a history
since I have only lived here a year. So?
Then she said a city worker was out to our
house for a possible leak. Ahh, I remember. My husband said that someone was
outside at our water meter. The city worker
told him they were replacing the meter so it
could be read easier. I guess I just had a
“smart meter” installed. That is a whole
different article.
The strange thing was that I was told
when I went to the City that they were out
there to fix a leak. I looked down and saw
a paper that said their was no leak. I’m not
sure what the story is. Did you come out
for a leak or to install a new meter? You
guys really need to get your stories straight.
All I know is that I have an incorrect bill as
far as I was concerned and my supposed
water usage was 10,000 more gallons that I
ever used in the past year.
The City was responsive and offered to
go out and test my meter. They confirmed

that it was reading correctly but where was
the problem? The city worker looked at
one spot in the yard and said the ground
was too damp and I have a leak. I’m not so
sure about that as I have looked at my yard
for a year now and it doesn’t appear to have
any excess water. I still have not solved by
problems, so back to City Hall I go to talk
to the water department again. They are
convinced it is a leak and are sticking to
that position. While I acknowledge that a
water leak from the meter to the house is a
possibility that I will have checked out, I
asked what happens if it isn’t a leak. They
gave me no answer. Not even a “please
come back when you find out and we’ll try
to help figure this out”.
Therefore, as I understand it, the City of
Cotati installed the wrong meter in July
(too big), and replaced it in August. My
water bill from mid June to mid August
was as usual. My bill from mid August to
mid October was $34.00 higher with approximately 10,000 more gallons used.
The City Water Department couldn’t decide
if they replaced it because it was broken or
to read it better and even said the previous
meter may not have been working correctly
in the first place. Really? This is what my
tax dollars pay for? Some might think
$34.00 is not much money but multiply it
by 6 and it’s a chunk of change.
As of this writing, I don’t know if I have a
leak but if I don’t, rest assured that our City
won’t know what to do.
Thanks for nothing, Cotati Water Dept.
Maria Dominguez,
Cotati

________________________________
Dear Editor,
I read Marlena’s Ekles letter to the editor
of the Community Voice. Is this woman
for real? Marlena Ekles of Cotati claims
Barich charmed people in Cotati into voting
for him in the last council election. Charm?
Over 1,000 people voted for Barich. Such a
baseless and ignorant accusation is an insult
to the voter’s intelligence?
Barich is like a safety valve to the pressure that is building in Cotati. He gives
people hope and offers an alternative to the
lack of common sense at City Hall. Why
can’t these far-leftists like Ekles support the
notion of shared power? Why is it all or
nothing for these folks? What is it they fear
so much?
The power brokers in Cotati were challenged this last election and exposed by one
man, Barich. As usual, he didn’t take a
dime from anybody. How much did Ekles
contribute to the other candidates?
Barich is a breath of fresh air to those
who know that bigger, more invasive government in our lives is the problem, not the
answer.
People like Marlena Ekles don’t want
diversity on the city council, ever. They
want people like Barich to shut up and go
away. They can’t handle the truth.
So, why is the left so obsessed with silencing the center and center-right in Cotati? Because the situation in Cotati is getting worse, not better. I think the message
of intolerance promoted by people like
Elkes is getting the criticism it deserves.
Healthy debate is good in local government. Blind allegiance is bad. Finally,
competition brings out the best in people.
Too bad Barich upsets some people’s comfort zone with his “charm”.

(Reuters) When this sun-drenched exurb east
of Los Angeles filed for bankruptcy protection in August, the city attorney suggested
fraudulent accounting was the root of the
problem.
The mayor blamed a dysfunctional city council and greedy police and fire unions. The
unions blamed the mayor. Even now, there is
little agreement on how the city got into this
crisis or how it can extricate itself.
"It's total political chaos," said John Husing, a
former San Bernardino resident and regional
economist. "There is no solution. They'll
never fix anything."
Yet on close examination, the city's decadeslong journey from prosperous, middle-class
community to bankrupt, crime-ridden, foreclosure-blighted basket case is straightforward — and alarmingly similar to the path
traveled by many municipalities around
America's largest state. San Bernardino succumbed to a vicious circle of self-interests
among city workers, local politicians and
state pension overseers.
Little by little, over many years, the salaries
and retirement benefits of San Bernardino's
city workers — and especially its police and
firemen — grew richer and richer, even as the
city lost its major employers and gradually
got poorer and poorer.
Unions poured money into city council elections, and the city council poured money into
union pay and pensions. The California Public Employees' Retirement System (Calpers),
which manages pension plans for San Bernardino and many other cities, encouraged eversweeter benefits. Investment bankers sold
clever bond deals to pay for them. Meanwhile, state law made it impossible to raise
local property taxes and difficult to boost any
other kind.
No single deal or decision involving benefits
and wages over the years killed the city. But
cumulatively, they built a pension-fueled financial time-bomb that finally exploded.
In bankrupt San Bernardino, a third of the
city's 210,000 people live below the poverty
line, making it the poorest city of its size in
California. But a police lieutenant can retire
in his 50s and take home $230,000 in onetime payouts on his last day, before settling in
with a guaranteed $128,000-a-year pension.
Forty-six retired city employees receive over
$100,000 a year in pensions.
Almost 75 percent of the city's general fund is
now spent solely on the police and fire departments, according to a Reuters analysis of
city bankruptcy documents - most of that on
wages and pension costs.
IN THE DARK
San Bernardino's biggest creditor, by far, is
Calpers, the public-employee pension fund.
The city says it owes Calpers $143 million;
using a different calculation, Calpers says the
city would have to pay $320 million if it left
the plan immediately.
Second on the city's list of creditors are holders of $46 million worth of pension bonds money borrowed in 2005 to pay off Calpers.
The total pension-related debts are more than
double the $92 million owed to the city's next
18 largest creditors combined. Complicating
matters were obscure budgeting procedures
that left residents in the dark. The word
"pension" doesn't appear once in the most
recent 642-page budget, and retiree costs are
buried in detailed departmental line items.
"I've been asking for years for the pension
costs," said Tobin Brinker, a former council
member and pension-reform advocate, who
lost his seat last year to a challenger backed
by nearly $100,000 in contributions from the
fire and police unions. "I still don't know the
number."

James Penman, the longtime city attorney
who critics say is closely aligned with the
unions, alleged during a council meeting this
summer that 13 of the past 16 city budgets
had been falsified. He has refused to elaborate on that accusation since, but told Reuters
that he hasn't retracted it, either.
The Securities and Exchange Commission
has opened an informal inquiry into the San
Bernardino situation because of the city's
bond obligations. The federal Department of
Housing and Urban Development, which has
provided funds to the city in the past, says it
is conducting a routine periodic audit of the
city's books that began before the bankruptcy.
No regulatory or law-enforcement agency has
announced any criminal probe. Recently
hired city financedo say they have found evidence of terrible accounting and recordkeeping.
But unlike in the small Southern California
cities of Bell, where eight city officials face
trial on allegations that they stole from the
public, and Vernon, where three officials
have been convicted of corruption, San Bernardino's problems appear to be mainly the
result of back-scratching on an epic scale.
It's a pattern common throughout the Golden
State - and while the particulars are quite different, it is akin to what happened in other
states with severe financial crises, such as

Illinois and Pennsylvania.
"2.5 AT 55"
By the time San Bernardino's council met
behind closed doors on September 17, 2007,
it was already clear the city was in trouble.
Just six months earlier, a report by consulting
firm Management Partners showed that
spending was outpacing revenue, pension
costs were escalating and the city was quickly
accumulating unfunded retirement liabilities.
Last decade's housing boom had papered over
the deep economic problems stemming from
the shutdowns of a huge steel mill in the
1980s and the Norton Air Force Base in the
1990s. Now the boom was over. Tax revenues were poised for a big fall: Between 2007
and 2011, they dropped 30 percent, according
to Husing, the regional economist.
Yet on this day in 2007, the city was about to
raise pension benefits again, in a deal allowing non-public-safety workers to retire at age
55 with a pension equal to three-quarters of
their salary. Called "2.5 at 55," it calculated
annual pensions at 2.5 percentage points of
final salary for each year worked - 75 percent
for 30 years.
It wasn't nearly as good a deal as the one police and firefighters enjoyed - a "3 percent at
50" plan passed a year earlier. That enabled
the public-safety workers to retire at 50 with
a pension of up to 90% of their final salary.
Regardless, "2.5 at 55" was what union negotiators had asked for, and the council was
poised to rubber-stamp it.
But then something happened. And in a city
which has a particularly toxic brand of politics, what transpired depends on who you talk
to.

-Continued on Page 8
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the experience of having to work with the current council members and their seedy city staff members. Someone who wants to make things better, I suppose. But this
is an inhospitable place, folks. Can you imagine being
subjected to what those people put George Barich
through just because he wouldn’t go along with their
enormous fiscal irresponsibility, higher taxes, and $73
million of federal grant money to fundamentally transform a downtown? After fighting the good fight for so
many years, one might think George would like to take
a little break and take some time to take care of himself,
his family, his business, and step back a bit from politics. Who could blame him? But I don’t think it’s in his
DNA. Leaders are not born; they are made. And Cotati
should be proud of the city leader they have produced
with George Barich. George has proven you don’t have
to be on a city council to lead a community. In fact,
being on a city council can be an impediment. I heard
that some people didn’t vote for George because they
actually wanted him on the outside where he can actually be more effective and not be under the thumb of
California’s Government Code that muzzles what city
officials can do or say. No matter what, the people of
Cotati have a friend in George Barich and respect the
fact he is willing to sit down and talk with anyone, anytime, unlike those who actually spent thousands more
than George did to get elected.

We’re Just Getting Started
By James Bennett

Well, I know most of our readership is disappointed
with the outcome of the election such as it was, both in
Cotati and the Presidential election. I’ll try to make you
feel better by giving you a little summation.
Measure U: As far as the outcome of the election in
our contentious little town of Cotati is concerned, it’s
not all bad. Measure U passed convincingly. It’s a fitting coincidence that its passing means the public won’t
have to drive right past their commercial destinations
and have to perform a U-turn in order to gain access.
Most importantly, the town sent a clear message about
wasteful government spending and about the city’s poor
sense of priorities. Kudos to Greg Karraker, Patty Minnis, George Barich and to everyone who conceived,
drafted, got this initiative on the ballot, collected money
to run an honest campaign, and went door to door in the
heat of the summer to get the vote out. Wow! Sometimes the people really can make a difference!
We should now keep our eyes on how the enactment
of this measure will unfold now that it has passed. How
this issue is handled will demonstrate where the allegiance of our city council people lies, and the regard in
which City Hall holds the people’s will. It will also be
indicative of whom these city officials really think they
work for. More and more engaged citizens across the
country are learning that their elected politicians, in effect, are reduced to change agents for UN globalists by
going along with the program of implementing the UN’s
directives in policy, ideology and the physical reconfiguring of our communities.
The traffic roundabouts are an important feature of the
ICLEI directed Complete Street model (International
Council for Local Environmental Initiatives ), the implementation of which is a condition of eligibility for
grant money. However, these designs deliberately sabotage small business/property rights and automobile use.
That’s the whole idea. This is picking winners and losers through civil engineering. So, watch for how much
respect Cotati City Hall has for the will of the people
regarding roundabouts. We are anticipating very little
and the city manager recently declared she has no intent
of sending the grant money back to Washington DC
which was the big lie of the NO on U campaign. The
city claimed that if Measure U passed, all the money
would be returned. Therefore, it appears a recall effort
of all the city council members is in the planning stages
because they continue to waste millions of taxpayer dollars on forcing major changes to Old Redwood Highway
to accommodate a globalist NGO (nongovernmental
organization). Stay tuned to learn how this story unfolds. Evidently, City Hall will be seeking legal counsel
(with your money) to go to Sonoma Superior Court and
try to get Measure U nullified or disqualified. What part
of NO don’t these city officials understand?
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continues to be a breath of fresh air to even more around
this county. The Press Democrat and his political foes
have done nothing more than made George Barich a
household name in the county. I know, because I hear
about him from other people. George’s monthly newspaper, The Cotati Independent and his personal efforts
to get Measure U passed raised a lot of awareness about
why things are the way they are in Cotati and elsewhere.
His 15 years attending every city council meeting and
city workshop speaking up for fiscal sanity and responsible city government has been nothing short of historic.
He obviously brought many people together and his resolve set an example of what courage civic duty looks
like… what standing up and speaking the truth looks
like, even if it’s uncomfortable for some people to handle. Cities need more people like George Barich who
force people to employ critical thinking skills and exSummary: The entire planet is experiencing a
change of season right now. My dream is that by spring
pose corruption when it is clearly right in front of the
we start to come together and understand, to redefine us
world for all to see.
and them, to have a realization that it’s not about Left
That being said, George has inspired many to wake up and Right, Liberal vs. Conservative, Democrat or Reand do something about runaway government and taxes. publican, rich or poor. WE NEED A REVOLUTION
His newspaper is enjoyed by many far away from Cotati OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
and read online. The hits on his website are impressive
I hope everyone finds some time to remember what’s
and George spends much of his time answering emails
from far and wide. He has surely inspired many people really important over the coming holidays, celebrating
in a way that is meaningful to each and every one of
like myself to take a greater stake in our communities
you.
and speak the truth and damn the consequences. The
clock is ticking with the growing problem of more govThank you, George. We hope you’ll be as proud of
ernment, more spending, and the constant onslaught to
those of us who will be expanding upon the newspaper
our personal freedoms. I, too plan to follow George’s
you started as we have been of you. Speaking the truth
lead to speak the truth as Job #1 with a greater voice.
has never been easy, but we feel that speaking the truth
Beginning in January 1 of 2013, George will be pass- is more important now than ever .
ing the baton to others in Sonoma County as we expand
the spirit of The Cotati Independent newspaper. Details
are being worked out, but it’s looking like citizens who To love and liberty,
are seeking the truth from Sausalito to Healdsburg and
including West County, will be able to turn to the new
James Bennett and all involved with the
North Bay Independent for news and citizen input!
new North Bay Independent
Thank you, George, for being such a catalyst for intellectual honesty and engagement in our communities.
ROBOMNEY: As far as the Presidential election
results go, in my humble opinion both candidates were
globalist puppets, in effect to be working for the same
globalist cabal. The election was, in large part, a charade, with a foregone conclusion orchestrated by the
Powers-That-Be, with the winner representing who
fooled more people than the other. Also, part of the
equation was the rampant voter fraud that is now surfacing, ballot manipulations and other shenanigans that
could fill all the pages of this edition. Romney garnered
many more votes that the polls indicated.

jamben143@yahoo.com

The Propositions: The Propositions that failed were
3l, 32, 33, 34, 37 and 39. The failure of Prop 31 was
good for California. It aimed to change the structure of
Regarding Former Cotati City Councilman George our government in ways harmful to our future. The failBarich: His campaign for City Council appears to have ure of Prop 37 was disappointing, as people have a right
to know what’s being put in their foods, especially when
come up short by about 300 votes. Personally, I have
companies like Monsanto are involved, the producer of
less than perfect trust in our electoral process, both locally and nationally. In a town as small as Cotati, a can- terminator seeds and frankenfoods. We need to try to
didate who talks to almost every citizen, as George did, get this measure on the ballot again.
can take a pretty accurate pulse of the voters in terms of
I was among those who attended the Cotati City
how well he or she is likely to do on election day. RecCouncil on November 14, 2012. What a phony, disinonciling the election results with how George felt he
was received by the people doesn’t seem to add up. Be genuous charade this city meeting was! It just did not
that as it may, George has a lot to be proud of. He gave feel good to be there. It’s hard to understand why anyhope of change to over a thousand people in Cotati and one who is genuine would want to subject themselves to
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value under any circumstances, including municipal bankruptcy.
That argument has never been tested in court: When the Bay
Area city of Vallejo went bankrupt in 2008, it declined to
challenge the pension payments to Calpers, in part because of
the daunting legal costs involved.
But the pension-bond insurers who are now on the hook for
defaulted bonds in both Stockton and San Bernardino have
signaled their intention to do battle with Calpers in bankruptcy court. San Bernardino, in an unprecedented move, has
already stopped making payments to Calpers.
"Calpers is the 800-pound gorilla in the room," said Michael
Sweet, a bankruptcy attorney at Fox Rothschild, which is not
the base figure but didn't comment on the overtime number. representing any parties in the San Bernardino bankruptcy.
"No one has yet taken on Calpers. This is going to be a huge
SICK OF THE BLAME
Moss said he is sick of people blaming pensions. "You go fight, and it's going to be Calpers versus Wall Street."
to bankruptcy, you got to blame somebody. So they say it's Calpers says it wasn't responsible for the decisions made in
San Bernardino. Alan Milligan, chief actuary at Calpers, said
the benefits, it's the overtime - it's everybody but them,"
the 1999 legislation "provided options to cities and agencies
Moss said. "But what have they been doing these last six
to change their retirement benefits, but it did not encourage or
years?"
force them" to do so. "Calpers does not give advice about
On sick-pay cash-outs, Moss said: "If you call in sick,
how an agency should pay for their retirement benefits."
you're a bad employee. So my guys don't call in sick. Then Brad Pacheco, a spokesman for Calpers, said San Bernardino
you get all this time you are owed - and you get vilified."
lost major employers in recent years and was one of the U.S.
He added: "This is a dangerous city. It's an old, decayed
cities hardest hit by the foreclosure crisis. He said San Bercity. It burns. There are gangs. The pay and benefits attract nardino's annual pension costs account for just 10 percent of
the police and firefighters it needs. Without them, you lose the total city budget.
all the good ones. That's the balance."
Those figures, however, exclude the city's $46 million in penCrime and gangs are real dangers in San Bernardino. In
sion-bond debt plus its unfunded debt to Calpers. The city in
2010, according to Federal Bureau of Investigation data,
its bankruptcy filing says it is $143 million in the hole to
Calpers. Calpers says that if San Bernardino pulled out of the
plan, it would owe $320 million to cover its current and future
obligations.
MISERABLE COMPANY
San Bernardino and Stockton are hardly alone. A handful of
other small California cities, including Atwater, Hercules and
Compton, are teetering near bankruptcy.
Big California cities that run their own pension plans also
have deep problems. San Jose, hub of Silicon Valley, and San
Diego, biotech center of California, both passed pension reforms in June in the face of unmanageable retirement benefits. They are now defending those measures in court against
public-employee lawsuits.
In Los Angeles, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, a former labor
organizer, led a push to raise the retirement age and cut pensions for new, non-safety city staff. He exempted police and
the rate of known violent crimes - 8.15 per 1,000 people fire employees. A ballot measure sponsored by former Mayor
was higher than in any other city in the region.
Richard Riordan aims to include them in the cuts, too.
A five-minute drive from city hall, on a residential street, sit
And while California has the biggest pension debt in the
flowers and homemade signs next to a picture of Angel CorUnited States in dollar terms, it's not the worst off. Illinois
tez. The 22-year-old was shot in the back of the head in May
in what police suspect was a "gang-related" murder. His body
was found in the backyard of a vacant home. His killers had
first tried stuffing his body into a trash can, then returned to
dig a hole, before unsuccessfully attempting to burn his body,
police said.
Mayor Morris, a 74-year-old former judge who's been in office six years, is scathing about the power he says the unions
have over much of the city council. The unions, he said, "wag
the dog." (Council members are paid just $50 a month for
their service, but also receive a car allowance worth $600 a
month).
He rejects Moss's argument that he should take responsibility
for the financial crisis. He is particularly critical of his twotime challenger for the mayorship, city attorney Penman, who
he said "has blocked all efforts to reform the budget" on behalf of the unions.
Morris added: "I have no vote on the council. I can only veto and Kentucky plans are battling for the dubious distinction of
a vote if it is 4 to 3. All I have is the power of persuasion. I've having the lowest ratio of assets to liabilities, according to the
told them a bunch of times to be far more conservative, not to Center for Retirement Research at Boston College.
be so generous with our unions, and it's advice they have
The chronic mismanagement in San Bernardino, though, is a
largely ignored."
common feature of local government in California and around
'MEAN, DIVISIVE, CORROSIVE'
the United States. Much power over municipal finance lies in
Morris isn't running for re-election when his term expires a
the hands of those with the most at stake — city employees,
elected officials and others who depend directly on government for their livelihood. And California is moving to put
even more responsibility and funds, not less, in their hands.
One of Governor Jerry Brown's marquee initiatives is
"realignment," an effort to move more public-safety, welfare
and prison services from state control to the cities and counties. Local governments are more flexible and more responsive to local issues, Brown argues, and thus able to make better decisions.
Charles McNeely, who served three years as San Bernardino's
city manager after 13 years in the same post in Reno, Nevada,
quit last March, citing the "toxic" atmosphere on the council.
year from now. "The politics of this place are and have been He had warned repeatedly that without change, the city faced
for decades mean-spirited, divisive, and it's corrosive to the
ruin. In a presentation to the city council in August 2010, he
extreme," he said.
said spending was far outpacing revenue and predicted a
Penman denies being influenced by the unions. He said he
budget deficit of $40 million for this fiscal year.
takes campaign contributions from the police and firefighters "I don't know how you could come out of that meeting not
like most other elected officials in California. He said he actu- understanding we had a serious problem," McNeely said in an
ally split with the police union in 2007 - a rupture reported at interview. "I told them, 'You're headed for trouble, it's a train
the time - and wasn't endorsed by them again until his last re- wreck. You can't keep doing business this way.'"
election bid in 2011. Campaign finance records show that he
received $30,000 in contributions from the police and fire
Reprinted from CNBC, (Reuters)
unions in 2011.
Of his critics, Penman said: "You are hearing from some people whose ethics and honesty are very much in doubt."
A key facilitator of San Bernardino's generous retirement
packages was Calpers, which manages pensions both for state
workers and for many city and county employees across California.Led by a board of directors who are all themselves
members of the pension plan, Calpers has for decades pushed
to sweeten benefits for retirees.
A 1999 law championed by Calpers, known as SB 400, cut
the retirement age five years and increased benefits for state
workers, all on the premise that a rising stock market meant
benefits could be juiced up at little or no cost. Many cities and
counties, though not required to go along, were happy to heed
Calpers' analysis. About half - including San Bernardino —
adopted the richer benefit formula.
When the stock market tumbled in 2000, cities and towns
suddenly had to ramp up payments to Calpers to make up for
the hit to their fund balances, which were heavily invested in
shares. Fee-hungry investment bankers stepped into the
breach.
Led by the now-defunct Lehman Brothers, they persuaded
many cities - including San Bernardino and Stockton, which
is also in bankruptcy - that the best way to satisfy growing
obligations to Calpers was to borrow the money via so-called
pension obligation bonds. San Bernardino raised $50 million
in 2005 by issuing these notes. Between 1999 and 2009, 26
California cities sold about $1.7 billion of debt to fund their
pensions, including bond issues that were used to pay off earlier debt.
'CALPERS VERSUS WALL STREET'
Yet even in bankruptcy, reducing pension costs by cutting
benefits is not an option - at least according to Calpers.
The pension agency says the benefits are carved in stone, arguing that from the day a worker is hired, the pension plan in
place on that day for that person can never be reduced in

How a Vicious Circle of
Self-interest Sank
a California City
( From Page 6 )
According to four people present at the meeting, Penman,
the city attorney, brought a pregnant co-worker to the session. By their account, Penman's co-worker made an emotional case for an even more generous pension deal. Otherwise, she said, she would be forced to leave San Bernardino
and seek work in a city with better benefits. She had her
family to consider, she said.
Penman vehemently denies that any of this took place.
"Welcome to San Bernardino politics," he said.
RUNAWAY TRAIN
That afternoon, in public session, the council unanimously
voted to award its non-safety workers 2.7% at 55 - more
even than the union sought. That tiny fraction could raise
the pension on a $100,000 salary by $6,000 per year. Penman, in office since 1987, earned $164,799 last year, according to city payroll data.
"In hindsight I am not proud of this vote," said Brinker,
who was on the city council at the time. "The recession hit
barely a year later. This was one more log on the pension
bonfire."
Meanwhile, San Bernardino continued to boost wages
along with benefits. The average salary for a full-time San
Bernardino firefighter in 1997 was $75,610, adjusted for
inflation into 2010 dollars. By 2010, it was nearly
$147,000, according to a Reuters analysis of Census Bureau data.
City wages were a runaway train, according to the Management Partners report. The city charter automatically calculated police and firefighter pay using a formula linked to
wages offered by comparably sized cities - most of which
were much wealthier than San Bernardino. Efforts to
amend the charter were strongly opposed by the safety unions and voted down by the council earlier this year.
City workers took advantage of compensation rules, common among public employees in California, that made retirement deals even better. Key to this was boosting an employee's eve-of-retirement wages, which form the basis of
the pension calculations.
Mike Conrad, chief of the fire department from 2006 to
2012, said he saw managers negotiate a promotion in their
final year, to boost their final salary. It was not uncommon
for someone to move into a position with a $30,000 annual
pay rise shortly before retirement, he said.
Retiring employees are also able to extract big one-time
"cash outs." In San Bernardino, eight hours per month of
unused sick time can be rolled over and saved year after
year, without limit. Come retirement, 50 percent of the total
can be taken in cash. The same goes for unused vacation
time: up to 460 accrued hours of vacation - nearly three
months of salary - can be cashed in at the fire department,
Conrad said.
The police have a similar deal. In 2009, patrol lieutenant
Richard Taack retired at the age of 59, after 37 years of
service. He took home $389,727 that year, including
$194,820 in unused sick time and $33,721 for unused vacation time, according to city payroll records. Shortly after
Taack retired - on an annual lifetime pension of $128,000 he was hired part-time by Penman's city attorney's office, at
$32 an hour.
POTHOLES AND EMPTY LOTS
Taack's 2009 income was nearly double that of the city's
entire street-sweeping department. In 2011, overtime pay
alone for the police department - $2,766,175 - exceeded the
total payroll of 12 other San Bernardino city departments,
according to the Reuters analysis of payroll data. Taack
didn't respond to requests for comment.
"I can't begrudge the man for receiving what he's entitled to
under the contract," said David Green, the head road
sweeper, who has seen his department cut to five people
from 13 when he joined in 1995. But he said there should
be a better balance between the safety forces and other departments. "Nobody wants to drive a car and have to hit a
three-foot pothole."
Indeed, potholes scar downtown San Bernardino. Many
stores are shuttered. Abandoned lots sit unkempt. Since the
bankruptcy filing, city finance officials have put forward
proposals to close libraries, senior centers and a cemetery.
Andrea Travis-Miller, interim city manager, told the council this summer that 250 non-safety positions had been
eliminated in the past three years to save money - and implied that police and fire benefits were crowding out other
essential services. "I believe that city buildings, roads, trees
and parks that have begun to show neglect would deteriorate further if more cuts are made," Travis-Miller said.

The police and fire unions fiercely dispute the charge that
large salaries and pensions are to blame for the predicament. They point to the housing crash, which left the city
with the fourth-worst foreclosure rate in the country.
Scott Moss, head of the firefighters union, said 20 positions
had already been cut from the fire department, leaving
about 120 people.
"There's been mismanagement for years," Moss said, over
coffee in a local restaurant. He noted that Mayor Patrick
Morris had majority support on the city council for six
years until union-backed members regained a majority in
March. "The mayor and his people are trying to make us
look bad."
Moss, 46, a fire paramedic, said he might retire at 53. Payroll records show a base pay of $94,500, and total 2011
wages, with overtime, of about $147,000. Moss confirmed

